
















,categorically state that the tragedy in Chile proves the revisionist 
-character ot the thesis of the possibility of peaceful transition in
ce1tain countries. Unable to shed his opportunism and moral cow
ardice, .lfasavapunnaiah does not, however, openly state that the
CPSU should absolutise, armed struggle as the only form of revo
lutionary advance.

But this is clearly his real demand. 
But how can the CPSU oblige himP 

• 

Atter all, unlike him and his colleagues, the CPSU leadership 
has to adopt a scientific and responsible, approach. Its every word 
-counts. Ifence the report to the 25th congress carefully notes that
in Chile in 1970-73 the thesis about the different ways of revolu-

- tion, including the peaceful way, if necessary conditions exist, was
not invalidated.

-

At the same time the experience of those fateful years forcefully
1·eminds all revolutionaries that a revolution must know how to
·defend itselt, must exercise constant vigilance and evoke the maxi
mum international solidarity.

What else could the CPSU have stated? Should it have said that 
the Popular Unity Front ought not to have fought the elections? 
Should it have said Allende should not have taken office as presi
dent? Should it have said tha.t the Popular Uruty government should 
not have nationalised copper, etc., and carried through radical land 
reforms/ Should· it have said that the only thing tp.e Popular Unity 
Front should hav.e done was to have given a call to arms from 
the very first day of assuming office? 

For Hasavapunnaiah dialectics is a forbidden or forgotten sub
·ject. What the F_opular Unity Front should have done when the
counterrevolutionm:y coup was clearly tal:ing shape and what it did
not do with sui-Hcient firmness, he wants them to have done from
the start. If his advice had been heeded not only would counter
revolution have triumphed much sooner but the unity and mass base
which the tront against it is now acquiring would have been im ·
possible.

Incidentafly, why does Basavapunnaiah not care to study a,nd
comment on the documents of the CP of Chile which have gone
into the whole question at length. Since he is against the idea of a
"leading party" in the world communi_st movement why does he
address himselt to the CPSU alone?
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Next, about Egypt under Sadat. He thinks that the present anti
Soviet and righhst orientation of Sadat's· policies prove that the non
capitalist path and national democracy are re,visionist inventions in
tended to harn1 the revolutionaiy movement in the countries of the 
third world. 

According to him the economies of all the, third-world countries 
are '·by ai1d large,, capitalist i� strict class terms". Somalia, Angola, 
Guinea-Bissau, Libya, Algeria, Iraq, Ethiopia, etc. ai·e all capitalist 
countries! What an amazing lack of concrete ai1alysis. 

Further, what should the Soviet Union have done horn the mid-
1950s onwards wben the conflict between the Asian, Arab, Africai1 
and Latin-American countries (including in many of them the majo
rity of the ruling class) and US and other imperialisms began to 
qualitatively sharpen? 

Should it have decided to adopt a passive policy of socalled non
intervention i' Sllould it, for example, have refused to · help Nass er 
of Egypt, .\'Jkrumah ot Ghana, Sukarno of Indonesiai' Whom would 
such a policy have helped? 

Or should the Soviet Union have laid down preconditions to these 
leaders and states before offering them help on the basis of anti
imperialist unity. 1t will be remembered that the Soviet Union ne•ver 
hesitated to criticise publicly acts of repression against the com
munists and- genuine patriotic forces. It did this also from the, stand
point of anti-imperialist unity. 

But the key thing was to strengthen anti-imperialist, democratic 
orientation and action of the third-world countries even where the 
working class was practically absent, weak and in no position to 
take the leading role. 

What Basavapunnaiah cannot see because he, has abandoned the 
dialectical approch is that the noncapitalist path and national-demo
cratic development is not free of contradictions and class struggles. 
It is, after all, a stage of transition to socialism and this means the 
inevitability of sharp struggle since the rich peasants and nationa] 
bourgeoisie are not eliminated at this stage. 

And in the highly complex situation in the third world setbacks 
and reverses ai e only to be expected. Long ago Lenin told us that 
the path ot revolution was not straight like the Nevsky Prospekt. 

Besides, if Sadat's Egypt is an example of a seitback there are 
dozens ot examples of advance in this very perioc;l-Angola, Mozam-
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bolic conspiracy to rapidly move towards the establishment of one
party rule with an authoritarian �xecutive clothed with absolute. 
unlimited power:· 

This as we know has long been the cry of the rightists in the coun
try-the one which we so often heard before the e[llergency. 

To discover a "diabolic conspiracy" behind the Swaran Singh 
committee's proposals and not to see, in the correct perspecti�e:, the 
changed circumstances including the popular urge behind them is 
the height of subjectivism. The CPM has not recognised up to this. 
date that there was an imperialist-backed conspiracy and bid bv 'the 
rightists to seize power which necessitated the proclamation �f the 
emergency. 

All this has completely derailed the CPM in its approach to the 
question ot constitutional amendments. This, again, is responsible 
for its total rniection of all that is positive in the recommendations 
of the Swaran Singh committee. 

Not that these recommendations fully meet the requirements of 
the situation; nor are they comprehensive or without flaws. But most 
of the major amendments the committee has proposed are broadly 
in line with what the democratic forces in the country have been 
demanding. Once 1wen those who now happen to be the leaders of 
the CPM were a party to the demand. 

The views expressed in the CPM pamphlet would show that the
party has gone hopelessly wrong in considering the urgent que,tio:1 
ot constitutional amendments. No wonder the CPM finds itself in 
the company ot the socalled national committee for the review of 
the constitution consisting of well-known rightists and anticommu
nists which was tormed in Bombay last March at a meeting which 
was attended by Jayaprak�sh Narayan. 

A perusal ot this committee's interim report and the CPM's pamph
let would leav� one with the impression as if, at least on some· 
very impGrtant constitutional issues, both are, arguing the same· 
brief! 

It is not onr purpose here to go into a detailed examination of 
the CPM's views and arguments. We propose to confine ourselves· 
to a critical look at the CPM's basic understanding ,and approach in 
the matter, which is difficult to square with democratic principles. 

For 17 years since the commencement of the constitution till the 
supreme court's notorious judgement in the Golak Nath case in 1967 
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no one, not even the present leaders of the CPM, raised any ques
tion about the uni ettered power of parliament to amend the consti
tution. This power needs to be fully restored beyond all doubt and 
the Swaran Singh committee has made a recommendation to this, 
ettect. 

Instead ol: welcoming this the CPM has branded it as a 'dangerous, 
proposal' and called for its rejection. It has gone even a step further 
in demanding that the 24tl� constitution amendment which was made 
in 1971 to counter the mischief of the supreme court's Golak Nath 
case judgement putting curbs on parliament's constituent power 
should oe repealed.· 

The C.1:'M wants that limitations under article 13 which apply in. 
the case ot ordinary legislations should also apply in the case of 
constitutional amendments. Thus the CPM wants the curbs on par
liament's constitnent power which the supreme court judgement in 
the Kesavananda Bharathi case (1973) has imposed in the name• of 
the unamendable basic teatures ot the constitution to be further 
widened. 

This is nothing but asking the country to move backward from 
the ruling of the Kesavananda Bharathi case and in the directions. 
ot the <::';olak Nath case ruling. 

On the question ot judicial review again the CPM is in favour of 
the status quo being maintained although it em1bJes the supreme 
court to stnke down even constitutional amendments. The CPM 
wants the present state ot affairs to continue when even by a majority
ot one the judges constituting the bench in the supreme, court or 
in a high courl can inv4lidate any legislation on the ground of its. 
being violative ot the constitution. 

The CJ:'.M bluntly says that "in the case of conffict between par
liament and the judiciary regarding the constitutional validity of any 
measure, the judiciary's verdict must prevail until the conflict is. 
resolved by a referendum". 

Kven at present parliiunent has powElr to intervene in such cases 
by amending the constitution as it has done on several occasions. But 
the' CPM wouid like pa.diament to be divested of this right. 

If the CPM's prescription is accepted there will be need for hold
ing rel:erendum every now and then, India's sovereign parliament re
maining a helpless, passive onlooker. This denigration of parliament 
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. The Swaran Sin?:h committee has at least proposed that any faw
enacted by ·a legislatt.i1:e with ·a view to giving effect to any of the 
directive prindples shall not be struck down on the ground that it 

· infringes the fo!.1damental rights.
According to the CPM the plea for the precedence of the directive 

principles over tundamental rights "is a spurious one" and such a 
change wouid mean ari· "attack on all fundamental rights". This is 
precisely how the vested interests argue their case to sabotage the 
implementation of the dii-ective principles. 

It will be noted that the CPM has not asked for the total deletion 
of the right to private property from the, fundamental rights chapter. 
And yet this hQS been the demand of all progressive forces in the 
co·untry. 

It says that the Swaran Singh committee "could have straightaway 
come torward with . an amendment confining the right to property to 
small property owners and abrogating it to landlords and mono
polies". So· all other wealthy and propertied people should continue, 
to 'enjoy the riglit to property as a fundamental right! 

Even if the right ·to property is modified as the CPM has suggested 
and retained as a fundamental right this will be fully taken advan
tage ot by monopolists. and landlords and others like them. Did we 
not see how the 'bank barons put up petty shareholders to challenge 
bank nationalisation? · · 

Small property owners certainly deserve to be fully protected and 
their right to property must also be safeguarded. But for this you 
do not require the right to property to be sanctified as a. fundamental 
right. There is hardly any country wl1ere the right to property is 
given this status of a fundamental Tight,. although it exists as a right 
protected hy law. The CPM is surely not unaware of this. 
. Incidentally, <_;ven the socalled national committee of tl1e rightists 

. could. not help recommending the total deletion of the right to pro
. pe1ty from the tundamental rigl)ts chapter, though this committee 
has its own intentions behind this demagogic gesture. 

Both the CPM and the rightists arn _oppos�d to the present 1-,ok 
Sabha undertaking the amendments to the constitution. In the joint 
�taterne�t of 2R Mav th� CPM said: "Moreover, the present parlia
ment �s constih1ted with the life 'of the Lok Sabha extended has no 
right even- to propose ��y amendment of constitution." The socalled 
national co��itte� of the rightists "is of the view that it would be 
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imptopcr lor the present Lok Sabha to consider. or introduce any 
constitul ional amendments of far-reaching i.mpo1tance". 

Tho iulc11lion bchiu<l this logic appears to be that constitutional 
amcuthnculs must wait until after the non-CPI opposition has tried 
its luck in u tresh poll. What makes them so optimistic about it is, 
however, not clear. 

For the CPM the Swaran Singh committee�s proposal for the :in
sertion of the word 'socialist' in the preamble has no meaning except 
as "demagogy""·. The CPM would not see that this proposal reflects 
the radicalisation of the masses and the advance of the ideas of so
cialism among them or that it would inspire and strengthen the forces 
fighting tor socialism. However the CPM is discreetly silent on 
whether this wcrd should be inserted or riot! 

According to the socalled national committee of the rightists, the 
inclusion ot this word "is only a camouflage" but all the same it 
·:agrees" lo the addition in the preamble evidently to be on the
right side ot the masses.

One can undcrslnnd the stand of the rightists. But it is unfortunate 
that the CPJ\,t sho11ld have taken a jaundiced and negative stand 
which iH:,�orvcs democracy, and that too ·at a time when all left and 
democral:Jc lorc�s must p11t their heads together to carry forward 
the positive Ll'c11ds an<l fight the 11egati.ve ones. 
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